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Seeding the future of clean energy innovations through a unique philanthropic funding

platform. Building relationships with a national network of top innovators and convening

donors to solve our nation’s biggest energy issues. Our strategy is to diversify resources to a

wide range of top clean energy researchers on the Benefunder platform, with equal periodic

distributions to all researchers in the fund, in exchange for regular updates.

The Clean Energy Impact Fund will focus on advancing all areas of clean energy, including

basic and applied research, with an emphasis on commercializing new methods and

technologies. Benefunder’s Clean Energy innovators include some of the top labs in the

country, including Harvard, Duke, Cornell, The University of Texas at Austin, Rice, and Georgia

Tech. They include promising new breakthroughs in power production, storage, and delivery,

as well as policy. Opportunities for funding these initiatives will span early-stage research

through commercialization, and early stage debt and equity positions in promising

technologies that might be too risky or early for more traditional funding. We plan on

allocating 15% of total fund assets of clean energy impact investing.

The fund will include these top university innovators from accross the nation working on

today's most pressing clean energy solutions:

RENEWABLE ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES

...

Read More at benefunder.com/

AFFILIATION
Benefunder

RESEARCH AREAS
Environment, Remediation, Oceanic, Clean Energy

FUNDING REQUEST

The Clean Energy Impact Fund will ensure that dontions will reach their intended target - the

top innovators in this field of study. By supporting this fund, at any level, you are maximizing

your dollars to this research over time, balancing cash flow while providing accountability.

With a target gift size of $200K per researcher, distributed quarterly, Benefunder hopes to

create the largest Clean Energy Impact Fund available on both a public and private platform.

*Donors can donate any size amount to the fund.
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